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What do you think?Here are some pictures to help. I do have a theory, that the FosPower Adapter only converts input signals
and that the computer then thought of it as a headphone.

1. plug microphone
2. plug microphone into computer
3. plug microphone into laptop

After running the cables through the power source I plugged my TRS plug into an additional FosPower TRS to TRRS adapter,
knowing that macs don't accept TRS audio jacks.. I don't believe there is anything wrong with the mic as I had also bought and
hooked up a phantom power source.. After recently buying a Neewer NW-700 and setting it up, I plugged it into my what I
believe to be a 2012 or 2013 model of the Mac Book Pro, only to see that it was received as headphones and under the output
tab of my sound preferences.. 1 out of 5 stars 790 $23 99 $ 23 Olixar Web Camera with Microphone for PC - Crystal Clear
Audio, HD Webcam - USB Plug In - Easy to Use - Compatible with Computer, Laptop, Desktop, Mac, PC.. Plug In
Microphone For LaptopMicrophone Plug TypeHello All,USB Lavalier Lapel Microphone,Fifine Clip-on Cardioid Condenser
Computer mic Plug and Play USB Microphone with Sound Card for PC and Mac-K053 4.

plug microphone

plug microphone, plug microphone into iphone, plug microphone into computer, plug microphone into headphone jack, plug
microphone into laptop, plug microphone into phone, plug microphone into guitar amp, plug microphone into macbook, plug
microphone into tv, plug microphone into macbook pro Драйверы На Samsung N 120 Скачать (2016)

And then after all that, I plugged that adapter into my computer which accepted it as a headphone rather than a microphone. 
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